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net i n  a cle�r and t�oroug� manner, and w e  hope that his I spirits were often recognized. I t  was a common thing to hear, 
pamphlet WIll be ':ldely c.lrculated. Our own finances have from the crowd of eager spectators, sighs and sobs, and such 
not .bee.n managed III �o WIse a manner, and the condition of expressions as" Is that you, Jane?" " Is it my grandmother?" 
affairs III the coun�ry IS not so prosperous at present, that "Is your name Smith?" "It is my darling Bobbie; are 
we can a�ord t? dIsregard the" EXample o� France," which you happy?" To all of which, through Gordon's skillful 
country, l�currIllg a war debt nearly two t�Irds as large as manipulation of the masks, came the appropriate refFonses. 
our own, III the short space of ten months IS apparently on But Gordon's cart't'r as a materializt'r lasted only a few 
the direct road to a sound financial system, without having weeks. One evening, in the midst of the perforn;ance, a 
experipnced a serious monetary crisis. gentleman of the audience leaped over an intervening table, 

.. • eo.. dodged Gordon's confederate, dashed through the mosquito 
THE "SCIENCE" OF SPIRITUALISM. netting and had Gordon securely in his arms. Gordon was 

On page a5!) of the last volume of the SeIEN'rIFle AMER- thus caught in the act; he held a mask in his hand, and others 
rcAN, we presented some of the teachings of science regard- were taken from the folds of his robe and other places. 
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brief allusions to some of the facts in the history of this cerning other forms of "spiritual materializations." 
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latest epidemic of superstition. • • eo • 

It broke out about twenty.five years ago, and the manifes- TO OUR FRIENDS. 
Over ten copies, same rate each, postage Included..................... 2 70 

Pi'"' By toe new law, postage Is payable In advance by the publishers, and 
the subscriber then receives the paper free of charge. 

tati?ns were popularly known as Rochester knockings or In dealing with our legions of friends. it is our earnest 
spirit rappings. The lirst mediums were three sisters; their desire to give satisfaction to every one of them. At this 
name was Fox. They invented the raps, the rap language, season of the year, when old sullscribers are renewing and 
and a good part of the spiritual lingo. They originated the new names are coming in by the hundred every day, it is im
seance, and drove a lively business. Spiritualism speedily possible to answer all enquiries the very day they are 1'0.
became a recognized institution; there was no lack of me- ceived. But should any suppose that we have overlooked 
diums; notoriety and money were the substantial incentives; their requests or slighted their interests, we hope they will 
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people, it is said, are fond of humbug, and pay more liberal- at all times promptly inform us. Speak plainly, and do not 
fy for it than for the necessaries of life. 'l'he majority of hesitate to complain. 
people, as at the present day. looked upon spiritualism as a Our mail writers and folders are under special injunctions 
supremely silly thing; the scientific world treated it with to write our subscribers' names upon the envelopes legibly, 
ridicule or with a silence inspired by disgust and contempt. and fold each paper neatly. We shall be glad to be informed 
There were investigations; and although many of them were if anybody receives slovenly work from this office. 
very foolish. the rapping trick was fairly exposed The raps At the beginning of the year, many thousands of subscrip
were traced to the pCl'Sons of the Fox girls The mechanism tions are renewed, new clubs formed, etc. If any person 
of the raps was concealed and 11l'otected by the defences of fails to receiv!' the paper or any premium to which he is en-

91 womanhood ;to the modest investigator the girls' skirts were' titled, w(. will thank him to inform us promptly. 
�l barriers more formidable than stone walls. Had women If, by any chance, any editor or publisher, who by any 
82 dressed like men, there surely could have been no spirit rap- agreement is to receive our paper, should fail to receive it, 
�r 

I 
pings, and probably no spiritualism; we commend the fact we shall be glad to be informed. 

illI to Herr Teufelsdroeck, the great philosopher of clothes, Persons who have written to us upon business or sent en
�� and we shall look for a discLlssion of it in a future edition of quiries for tllC paper which have not been answered, are 1'1'
�� his" Sartor Resartus." Of the devices employed by ,he quested to repeat their enquiries. Letters sometimes rail to 
�� early mediums, the most elaborate and successful was that of reach us. Be Imrticular to mention the State in which you 
� a bar of lead suspended at its center by an elastic cord at- ,live. In some cast's we are perplexed to know where to di. 
IDl tached to and operated by the leg; of course this was ayail· 1 rect, when no State is given and there are many post offices 
!IO able only to women, and the men were obliged to resort to I of the same name. 
� something else. ··e·· 
� The devotees appeared in swarms, and at the very begin- " HAVE A SPECIALTY. 

�� ning, and with the same capacity of swallowing as those of: The sooner people begin to comprehend that practically 
�� the present day; let a jackass bray in the presence of your there is no business, calling, trade, or profession which any 
�J genuine spiritualist, and, at a llint from his medium, he one man can master in aU its branches in a lifetime, the 
�� hears therein only the gentle and loving voice of llis dead better will it be for every individual's prosperity. We be

�7 grandmother. The early exposures counted for little among Heve that half the fail ures in the great struggle for liveli
IlO the faithful; a thousand bogusraps, they said, could not dis- hood are due to men trying to do too much, trying to fulfill 
�i turb their faith in the Q'lle that they knew to be genuine. all the requirements indicated by a name because their 
113 Also the theory was invented at a very early day that there fathers did, but forgetting that, in their fathers' time, that 
�i are wicked spirits, which make honest mediums cheat and name included an aggregate of labor of very different extent 
�� lie. to that which it now encompasses. Every day as it closes 

il't Thus the Rochester knockings became modern spiritual- leaves tlw world richer in knowledge,and the aggregation of 
90 ism, with a vitality and diffusiveness comparable to those of many days produces a store of learning which increases 
iir the Canada thistle. From the ridiculous beginning of what, ,vastly the quantity which the l1Cginner must master ere he 
� I in its inception, was probably an innocentfreak of a little girl, approaches proficiency. A couple of centuries ago all that 
�3 we have today a superstition which will make the nineteenth the world knew of the healing art was within the easy grasp 
�& century memorable for all time. of any average intellect. Now,there is no physician living, 
�l Spiritualism, as an ism or theory, was soon perfected. But however eminent,who pretends t.o have mastered or even to 
�& the eharlatanry, by which it is mainly kept alive, depends be moderately versed in all the details of medicine and 
91 upon juggling tricks which may be modified and improved. surgery. So it is with Science, with law, with mechanics. 

========================== For jugglery, like all human arts, is improvable, and is gov- with journalism, until each calling has reduced itself to an 
erned by the laws of evolution. The raps grew into a agglomeration of specialties; and, without doubt each 8pe
thousand and one modified forms. Some of the new tricks, cialty in the future will be divided and subdivided as learn. THE EXAMPLE OF FRANCE. 

\Ve think it is Smiles, who, in one of his biographies, tells like the spirit speaking and writing, and planchette. were ing and education advance. 
of an engineer who said that, if you asked a man what he too thin, and are retained only among the most saturated of That which is true of the professions is equally true of the 
thought of a financial or political question, he would give the devotees, while those that had the strength of real merit trades. The lawyers say �hat the man most to be dreaded 
you an elaborate opinion without a moment's hesitation; but of mgenuity, like the Davenports' cabinet and rope tying, as an adversary is "he of one book." The individual who 
if the question mferred to the best kind of cement, he would have maintained their popularity. At last, and we wish we knows only one thing, but that root and branch, is unques
perhaps take a week to decide on his answer. 'Ve are not could believe it the final culmination of such things, we have tionably abler and wiser than another who has dabbled in 
going to ask our readers to listen to our theories on the the spirit materialization. The materialization trick was in· this and that until his mind is but a jumble of ill a'sorted 
Jinances, but propose to call attention to a few factR in rela- vented by a medium of this c ity, named Gordon, about two ideas, superficial at the best. If a mechanic, for example, 
tion to these mattem, as presented by Mr. Bennet, an able years ago. His exhibition was somewhat artistic, and is finds that there is any one operation for which he has a 
financial writer of France. Certainly, if any people are in worthy of a description. A curtain of mosquito netting, special liking, and can accomplish it just a little better than 
need of instruction on the currency question, it is ourselyes, stretched across the room, separated the operator and his par. anything else, that is the thing for him to stick to. He 
and we commend Mr. Bennet's pamphlet to the attentive con- aphernalia from the spectators; the netting served to protect should make up his mind to cling to it through thick and 
sideration of all who feel inclined to learn. We have only the medium from intrusion, and also to give a more ghostly thin, to try and improve certain parts until a uniform per
space to present a few of its salient points. appearance to the objects exhibited. In the middle of the fection is attained. It does not take the world very long to 

The Franco·German war ended in May, 1871; and in two spiritual sanctum was erected a gorgeous altar or throne, discover who is the best man for this or that purpose; and 
years and a half from that time,the French had paid to Ger- about which Gordon, arrayed in a priestly robe, incanted or when it finds out that man, who has made a specialty of one 
many an indemnity of $1,000,000,000 in specie, their own ex- chasseed during the performance. The light was turned operation and un(luestionably does it better than anyl�ody 
pens!.lS incurred in the war having reached to about an equal down to that faintness in which ghosts and spirits love to else,the world mURt avail <itself of his labor and, in so doing, 
amOllllc. In making this large payment, with an inconverti- walk abroad. Gordon makes his right arm invisible by draw- must pay him his own terms. 
ole paper currency, the latter was maintained almost con- I ing oyer it a black cloak. He raises this arm away from and 'Ve do not mean to argue that a man should l)e like a 
tinually at par, never having depreciated more than 2t per at the side of his body, holding in his right hand a common horse,capable of entertaining but one idea at a t ime, for that 
cent. The&e are interesting facts, and iu his pamphlet Mr. paper mask or false face, such as the children get for their would be to advocate narrowmindedness; Imt we do mean 
Bennet gives us the reasons. It is first to be noticed that, amusement at a cost of five or ten centR each. 'fhen he gen- to say that no man should be without one essential and prtl
for nearly the whole period since the war, France has been tly moves the mask through the ail', or ducks it or bobs it up vailing object, in the prosecution of which he is det6rmined 
the creditor of other nations, and it was on the occasion of and down, etc. The perfonnance is repeated with variations, to excel, and it does not make any difference what that is, 
the exchange turning the other way that the paper currency other masks and other motions, for an hour or two. Some of whether cleaning a gutter or saving lives. 'Ve should liken 
was depreciated. It b estimated that the amount of specie the masks are a little dressed up by means of a white hand- this uppermost p urpose in a man's brain to an elaborate 
in France is largely in excess of the legal tender circulation, kerchief thrown over a part or dangling from the lower end; treatise on one su�ject alone in a library of general encyclo
and the Bank of France h::l8 a specie reserve of 52 per cent in such simple ways is an old lady with a white cap, or a prndias. The last indicate the expansion and grasp of one's 
of its outstanding circulation. In other words, the paper baby in a long dress, constructed; a bride is got up by placing views on all things, the first their concentration on a life 
money of France is strengthened by specie, which, though a gauze veil in front of the mask. Gordon's rtipe1'toire of work. The simile is all the more apt, for, after all, when we 
not in circulation, is still in the country, and can be utilized masks Wa!I extensive; he was able to bring up the spirits of come to examine everything we know outside our one calling, 
if occasion arises. Mr. Bennet, while conteniJing that bank men, women, and babies of all races of mankind. we find we are only in possession of a more or less copious in
bills not fully protected by specle reserve are a source of From the front of the netting, the view, especially to the �tex. And we are led to the certain conclu�ion that the very 
great danger, "hows their great convenience and, in his eyes of the devotee, was impressive. Gordon was a solemn best we can ever hope to do in the attainment of knowledge 
Yiew, absolute necessity, in these times, if their issue is un- great h'gh priest, or head center; and in response to his in- is to learn where this fact or that theory is to be found mos' 
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perhaps we may safely say that one of the cardinal differ· "Always full of the best of thoughts, it should find a place in 
ences between the educated and uneducated is that the every home." 

The Albany Sunday Press chimes in with: "The man, or readinll' former are capable of instantly selecting the proper means and studying child even, who is without it keeps himself at a disad-
of refreshing their mflmory, while the latter might spend vantage with others having it, for he who knows most of this world 
days in �:,arch of the same. is sure of receiving the most of its productions. It would be Impos-

Suppose, for example, that the reader has carefully studied sible to compute the sum which is gllined through the knowledge 

the SCIENTIFIC A!.IERICAN over a dozen or more volumes. imparted by such a publication." 
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-3'1416 X a X y2 -3'1416 X a2 X y + 3'1416 X y3 + 1'0472 X a3 
+ 3·1416·X a X y2 -3'1416 Xa2 X y-l '0472 Xy3=4'18fl8 X m 
X a3, which reduces to y3=a3 _m X a3• For the special case, 

given by our correspondent: a= 4, m=t, hence '!i= 32, and 
y -=- 3VSZ=3'1748 inches; and the diameter of the auger that 
will cut out half the volume of the sphere is 
:�=V(4)2-(3'1748)2 =2'4332 inches. 

�ow if a question occur. the answer to which he has seen in Here are It quantity of such laudatory opinions that, actu· 
11 f I f d'ffid d 11 tl As the numbers from which ill and y are determined are 

any volume, dOLlbtless he will be able to turn to the proper a y, we ee a sense 0 1 ence perva e us as we cu 1em 
from the various paragraphs; especially when the U,..iomille not perfect squares and cubes, the roots are not exact; but 

page, or to its vicinity, und so easily obtain the desired in· bv carr.ving them out to a sufficient number of decimal places, 
1 1 1 d d d 1 1 h d (Mo.) LedgM' begins by saying that J formation. But on t 1e ot 1er lan , if an in ivi ua w 10 a 

"Words utterly fail us in attempting to describe this splendid any desired degree of accuracy can be attained. The values 
never read the volumes, although knowing, of course, the periodical." 

I given above, for ill and y, are very nearly correct, as can be 
general nature of their contents, should undertake to find 'Ve-w�ll, our natural modesty�we cannot-However, to shown by the following proof: some special information, he would have to pore over the proceed WIth others less embarrassmg: Volume of cylindrical part cut away: 3'1416 X (2'4332)2 X 
long- indices of every volume, and search the pages, wasting " Nearly thirty years ago we scanned its pages with extreme de- 6 '3496= 118'1033 cubic inches. Volume of the two end seg. perhaps valuable time. In this case the knowledge acquired lig�t, and we have never since laid it down with a feeling of disap- ments:(2'43:12)2 X 3'1416 X 0'8252 + (0'8252)3 X 1'0472 = 15'9371 
has a direct pecuniary value, for "time is money "-and pomtment."-Bel!ejonte (Ark.) Recort!. . . 

"This is one of the most valuable papers that a farmer or me. CUbIC mches. Total volume cut away : 118'1033 + 15'0371 = 
thi� apart from its intrinsic benefit to its possessor. 

cbanic of any kind could possibly have in his household."-Harrison 134'0404 cubic inches. Half the volume of the sphere: 4 X All this adds weight to our first advice, namely, have a (Ark.)llig/!!ancle1·. (4)3 X 0'5236=134'0416 cubic inches. 
specialty, and push it. Be sure that you are right before "�othing like it can be found elsewhere."-Waver!y (Iowa) Re- The difference of only-..1..2-- of a cubic inch between the you select it. We do not believe that any man can rise to publuxLn. .. , J 00 0 0 

"One of the best papers for the farmer, the merobant, machinist, two mdependent calculatwns shows that the above values of 
eminence in a calling which he dislikes, and herein lie the d d 1 b laborer, and in fact for everybody."-Oregon (Ill.) Gmnge. X an yare excee ingly close to t le a solute results; bu t any 
oft repeated mistakes of parents in forcing children into " It is a promoter of knowledge and progress to every community of our readers can reduee the difference still farther if they trades and professions against the latter's inclinations. A where it circulates."-GaZcna (Ill.) Da:i!y Gazette. so desire. boy who has a feeling for art, who spends every moment· "There Is rarely a number issued that is not fully worth a year's 

with paint and brush, will chafe under coarse mechanical �\!.b8«ription."-St. CiIa1'/es (.Mo.) Ncu·s. 
" It contains more solid information than can be obtained in allabor; while another whose delight is in his tool chest will most any otherwayfor the same money."-Tl'enton (Mo.) Repubhcan . rebel against the slavery of books and brain work. Both, "Foremost of all imlustrial publications."-TVichita (Kan.)Eaglc-. 

when they become their own masters, will eventually a ban· "Its reputation is so well established that no eulogy from us could 
don their distasteful tasks; and it is only a question of their increa�e the public appreciation of its great merits."-llfoncton (N. 
continuity of purpose whether theybeeome" rolling stones," B.) Times. 

" Almost Indispensable to any one who has a thirst for scientilic drifting from one business into another all their days, or news,or a desire to keep posted On the mechanical improvements of 
workers, firm and steadfast because buoyed up by a constant the day."- WaterviUc (N. Y.) Times. 
sense of enjoyment of their chosen labors. "Clear of technical terms, fully up with the times, and explains 

Intermittent.toil is wasted -effort: so also are attempts to the latest improvements and discoveries in every department of Sci

manage two or three different pursuits at once. There must ence:'-Dakota (Iowa) Inclcpenclent. 
The above is Intt a portion of the collection before us, but be one definite aim; and toward this every thought must be 

concentrated, for nothing is more certain than that fame, 
wealth, and happiness are the rewa�ds of only those who 

" Still advancing, still pursuing, 

Learn to labor, and to wait." 
--------------.�I. �' •• -------------

.' OURSELVES, AS OTHERS SEE US." 

we will not take room for more in the present number. 
------------__ .�'. �I .. -------------

A PROBLEM RELATING TO THE SPHERE. 
A correspondent, in a recent letter, asks us to solve the 

following pro�lem: " \Vhat sized auger will bore out just half 
o f  a ball eight inches in diameter?" 

This is a new que�tion, so far as we know, with regard to 
the volumes that can be cut from a sphere; and though there 
is nothing very difficult in the solution, it affords an oppor· 
tunity for showing the general methods employed in discuss· 
ing such questions, and the rules that are given for finding 
volumes will be useful to many of our readers. 

••••• 
scmNTIFIC AND PRACTICAL INFORMATION. 

A SULPHUR REGION. 

The \Vinnemucca (Nevada) Silver State says: "Right here 
in Humboldt, within a hundred yards of the Central Pacifie 
railroad, und in the immediate vicinity of the silver mines of 
tllfl Humboldt range, are beds of sulphur, carable, it is be
lieved, of supplying the whole world with that article for 
centuries. These sulphur deposits are located in the Hum
boldt valley, not much over a mile from the Humboldt 
House, and probably thrice that distance from the base of 
the Humboldt range. But little is known in reality of the 
extent of the beds, except that they cover a large area in the 
valley, and have been prQspected in one place to a cepth if 
several feet, where the excavations expose hundreds of· tuns 
of the pure article. which can be made available for com· 
mercial purposes at no greater expense than loading it on thA 
cars and shipping it to the great commercial centers." 

YALUE OF DISCIPLINE. 

A suggestive instance of the value of discipline in times of 
emergency is found in the circumstances attending the loss 
of an Austrian man of war, recently, off Sicily. After the 
vessel had struck and it was found that she llJUSt shortly go 

It is pretty generally concp,ded that a newspaper may 
" blow its own trumpet" with moderation, and still not be 
considered egotistical, provided, however, that there really 
exists good reason for awakening the echoes with the brazen 
(adjective to be taken in its literal sense only) throat afore· 
said. But when there is no substantial basis to warrant the 
instrumental flourishes, a discriminating public speedily 
unearths the fact, and, letting the aspiring soloist severely 
alone, permits him to exhallst his lungs in inglorious solitude. 

i to pieces, the captain ordered every man into the rigging. 
The command obeyed, the word was passed for all hands to 
strip and be ready to jump overboard at the signal. The in
stant the latter was given, every one leaped. A few seconds 
aft or, the ship keeled and went to pieces. Every man 
reached shore safely, except one who neglected to remove 
his clothes as ordered. 

A NEW EXPLOSIVE. 

A new kind of prismatic powder is being tested by the 

These sententious observations occurred to us just now, 
while busily looking over a multitude of newspapers which 
have been pouring in lately from every quarter of the coun· 
try. Scissors in hand, we have clipped from each journal a 
certain paragraph which to us is especially interesting-natu. 
rally, since it relates to ourselves. Each one of these scraps 
of paper is a blast from somebody else's trumpet for our bene· 
fit ; and when we regard their number, we can hear an ima· Bya reference to Fig. 1, it will be apparent that, if a hole 
ginary chorus which fairly overwhelms the feeble notes 

I is bored through a sphere by an auger, the volume cut away 
which we occasionally raise in our own behalf. This is very is that of a cylinder, the diameter of whose base, A B or C D, 
encouraging; there is a general verdict of "well done" I is eqnal to the diameter of the auger, together with the two 
which is more than reassuring, and certainly we may arrogate spherical segment", each of which has the same base as the 
to ourselves the idea that we are far from resembling the cylinder, and a hight equal to half the difference between the 
luckless performer on the metaphorical clarion, whose efforts diameter of the sphere and the hight of the cylinder. �ow 
neither merit nor meet appreciation. if we can obtain expressions for the volumes cut away, in 

! German military authorities. Its specific weight is great@r 
than that of ordinary prismatic powder (1 '69 against 1'65) 
and its effect is so powerful that it is said to render the Prus· 
sian 28 centimeter 11'02 inches cannon a match for the 
English 11 inch gun. 

Compliments and kind wishes must, however, be acknow· some value of the diameter of the cylinder, we can readily 
ledged: and besides, perhaps there arc some of our readers form an equation from which the diameter can be ascertained. 
who may be sufficiently interested in our labors to desire to To do this, the following notation will he employed; and to 
know what other people say and think regarding the same. make the solution as general as possible, we will suppose 
Therefore, we print a few of the pleasant things written that, instead of half of the volume of the sphere being cut 
about us-if WB had space, we would publish all-just to away, any portion whatever, represented by m, is remoyed: 
show the tone of the whole. At the same time, we gratefully ,x=radius of auger. 
te'lder our cardial thanks, not merely to the authors of the 2y=hight of cylindrical part of cut. 
opinions below quoted, but to all of our professional brethren a=radius of the sphere. 
who have kindly said a good word for the SCIENTIFIC AME- a- y=hight of each spherical segment cut away. 
RICAN. The volume of u cylinder is equal to the area of the base 

"We can cordially recommend it," remarks the Mattoon (Ill.) mUltiplied by the altitude, and will be, in the present in OC!zctic, "as an instructor that quietly and unobtrusively makes its 
weeJdy visits, and oftener than otherwise gives information that Is stance, 3'1416 x ill2 x 2y= G'2832 x· a" x N· 
so pat, 80 timely, and so milch needed that you are disposed to sit The volume of a spherical segment is found by adding three 
down an? �ro� the publ�shers a P?stal card, and Inquire by wh�

,
t I times the square of the fUrlius of its base to the square of its 

Eior� of d��'!?atl�n they dlscover� Just wh�t you ,,:anted
.

to kno,;, hig,ht, and multiplying the sum by 0'5236 times the hight. 
. 

'Ihe (11\'1.na.t1On o� nea�ly thirty years eJ(perlCnce 1ll seekm� Hence, the volume of the two segments in question will he 
Just such mformat1On, IS our answer to our contemporary s [3 x x 2 + (a-y) 'J x 0'5286 X (a-y) X 2 = 3'1416 x:t' 2 X (rt-y) 
query. + 1'0472 X (Ct-y)'. The TVec1au Mi1nn', of Lyons, Iowa, "can Imagine no class of 
reading that would tend mOre to the advancement of boys in the 'l'he volume of a sphere is equal to the cube of its diame· 
meful arts and employments of life, or at the same time Is pre- ter, or eight times the cube of its radius, multiplied l)y 
sented in a more attractive form. Drop the trashy publications and 0',')236, or 8 x a'l x 0'5236= 4'1888 X 03. 
take the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which cannot fail to benefit any The volume of that part of the sphere which is to be cut 
who reads it:' away by the aug-er is 4'1888 X 1n x a". This last sentence is especially true, X 0 one ever made a Now, having two different expressions for the volume cut cent by reading maudlin love stories or yellow covered novels. away, we obtain the equation of condition by putting them Hundreds hav" made thousands of dollars by ideas suggested equal to each other: 6 '2832 x m2 X 1I + 3 '1416 X ",2 X (a _y) + while reading the S CIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 7 0 

The MoUne (lll.) Rcuiewthinks that, "of its class, this paper Is the 1 '04 2 x (a -1I)" =4'1888 x mX a.'. 
best in the world; and it is a compliment to the good sense of our As there are two unknown quantities, x and y, it will be 
manufacturing city to know that few papers are more largely necessary to foml another independent equation of condition. 

read." Fig. 2 is a section of the sphere, in which B C is the diame· 
This reminds us of the remark of an eminent clergyman of tel' of the aLlger, E C or ;/; the radius, A C or a the radius of 

thi� city, who said that whenever, in visiting a strange the sphere, and A E or y half the altitude of the cylindrical 
dwelling, he found a copy of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN portion of the cut. From the right angled triangle, E A C, 
abollt the room, he was assured that he was in the abode of we obtain ill2=a2_.;t/. 
people of intelligence and education. 'l'he Co-rne1' Stone, of Substituting this value of X2 in the first equation of condi. 
College Cornp.r. Ind., evidently has a like opinion, as it reo tion, and performing the operations indicated, the equation 
marks asstlIUes the form: 6'2832 X a2 X y �6'2832 X y3+ 3'1416 X a3 
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IGNORANCE IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

The Deputy Constable, appointp.tl to look afIer the children 
employed in the factories of Massachusetts, reports that 
fully 60,000 children are growing up in ignorance on llecount 
of their being �et to work at too early an age. 
NEW DISCOVERIES ON THE ACTION Qb' GALYA NISM ON THE 

T HROAT. 

The faculty of Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, 
have recently conducted a series of interesting experiment� 
upon the body of an executed (lriminal, which have revealerl 
several novel and important facts in physiological science. 
Dr.\V. W. Keen,after dissecting the chords of the neck which 

I connect with the larynx, �alvanized each in turn. \Vhen 
the left chord was galvanized, this ouly responded, and the 
same was the case with the right. It was found that therB 
was no crossing of the chords from one side to the other,and 
that the action of each was distinct and independent. The 
doctor also pxamined and galvanized separately the external 
and internal intercostal muscles (between the ribs) and found 
that their function was not uniform but different. Physi . 
cians have long been at variance on this question, but tlw 
present discovery seems to settle the matter, since it prOY('H 
that the external muscles are for expiration and the internal 
for inspiration. It has been believed by some that, by the 
application of galvanism, vitality can in a measure be revived. 
This impression is incorrect; for while the application of a 
battery, to the cadaver from which life has been extinct but 
a short time, will serve to produce muscular action, the reo 
suit shows that only a portion of the body, and not the 
bmin, is excited by external power. 

A BUTTER SALTING 'l'Es'r. 

A select c)mmlttee of the New York Butter and Cheese 
Exchange is at present investigating the important qUEstion 
as to th e best salt to be used for butter making. A merican 
and English salts are in competition, and the result which 
will be reached is of great pecuniary moment to dairymen 
generally. The report will appear during next April, and 
will be based on practical tests of butter salted by the va" 
rious varieties of salt. The committee is to judge simply 
from the samples,no information being given as to the manner 
in which each has been prepared. 
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